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satisfied; we wantc an emphatic subject that carries in itself
the point of the sentence'. Now we must not assume that
because * provincial' is italicized, therefore the subject (how-
ever emphatic) carries in itself the point of the sentence.
What is that point? what imaginary question does the
sentence answer ? Can it be meant to answer the question
 *	What limitations were there upon the comfort derived from
the intelligence that the murderer was still in London ?' ? No ;
that question could not be asked; we have not yet been told
that any comfort at all was derived.    The question it answers
is c What effect did this intelligence produce upon the general
panic ? '.  This question can be asked ; for the reader evidently
knows that a panic had prevailed, and that the intelligence
had come.    If, then, we are to use balance inversion, we must
so reconstruct the  sentence that the words containing the
essential answer to this question become the  subject; we
must change *somewhat lightened' into 'some alleviation'.
 *	From this proof. . . Thames, resulted some alleviation of the
provincial panic.'    That is the best that inversion will do for
us;   it is not quite satisfactory, and the reason is that the
sentence is made to do too much.   When the essential point
is subject to an emphatic limitation (an unemphatic one like
' somewhat * does not matter), the limitation ought to be con-
veyed in a separate sentence ; otherwise the sentence Is over-
worked, and either shirks its work, with the result of obscuritys
or protests by means of italics.    We ought therefore to have:
'From . . . resulted some alleviation of the general panic; this,
however, was confined to the provinces'.  But, except for this
incidental fault, the sentence can be mended without inversion :
' By this proof. .. Thames, ^a&provincial panic was somewhat
lightened *.
o. Inversion in syntactic clauses.
In clauses introduced by as, than^ or a relative (pronoun or
adverb), we have only a special case of balance inversion.
They differ from the instances considered above in this im-
portant respect, that their relation to the preceding words is

